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ТЕСТОВЫЕ ЗАДАНИЯ
6 КЛАСС

Suddenly we heard the captain's voice on the plane radio, "Ladies and
gentlemen, I have bad news for you".
I saw that many faces became white. Some people began crying. I felt
terrible. The captain continued in a loud voice: "I have to inform that
England has lost her last football match against Scotland!"
1. Was the flight delayed?

Дорогие друзья! Мы рады, что вы принимаете участие в нашем
конкурсе! Внимательно читайте задания перед выполнением.
Сначала выполните задания на черновике, проверьте свои ответы,
после чего заполните бланк ответов. Желаем успехов!

2. How many engines did the plane have?

Группа А

Выполни задания 4 – 6. Необходимо выбрать правильный ответ и
поставить метку ("крестик") в клеточку, которая соответствует
выбранному варианту ответа.

Прочитай текст. Выполни задания 1 – 3. Запиши краткий ответ.
A Tragedy in the Air
The flight from London to South Africa didn't begin at 9 o'clock. It was a
little delayed. The plane belonged to the British Airways. It was a big plane
with four engines.
At ten o'clock we started. I sat next to Michael. He is a former pilot but
now he works as a lawyer. Michael is my permanent companion in my
journeys to Africa. This trip promised to be very interesting. It included our
visits to several villages situated in the South of the continent. The trip
could offer many unusual things.
At eleven o'clock when we were over the British Channel Michael told
me he didn't like the sound of the engine. Soon the stewardess said that
something was not quite right with the engine again. She told us it wasn't
very important as there were three good engines on the plane and we were
"OK".
However, when we got near Africa, the passengers were telling each
other that the second and the third engines didn't work. We all felt rather
bad. At that time we were flying over the land of Africa with its wild
animals; tigers, lions, and snakes. We were thinking about death.

3. Who lost a football match?
Группа B

4. Choose the correct item.
Mom _____ her car keys, so we have to open the door by force.
А) has lost
Б) lost
В) losed
Г) lose
5. Choose the correct response.
I’m your neighbour, Paul.
А) Hi, I’m Karen.
Б) I’m fine thanks.
В) No, I’m not.
Г) See you.
6. Choose the correct word.
You'll hear some important _____ on the radio at 6 o'clock.
А) place of interest

Б) voice
В) information
Г) music

